Flowplayer install on Tikiwiki 2.0 is hard coded to /lib on site.

Description
If you choose to use the flowplayer module, you are required to have Tikiwiki installed in the root of the domain.


The cause for this seems to be that the lib/wiki-plugins/wikiplugin_flowplayer.php file is hard coded to work from the '/lib/flowplayer/' folder.
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Solution
My down and dirty solution is to directly edit the 'lib/wiki-plugins/wikiplugin_flowplayer.php' file and change any lines that contain /lib/flowplayer/
to

/tiki/lib/flowplayer/

or whatever your install is.

Request: It would be nice to have an Admin page that allows you to set the default parameters by storing them in the db and rewriting the wikiplugin_flowplayer.php script to build the html each time (adding in the option of the default location of the flowplayer components). (I'm not able to code the db system, so I'll leave it as a request.)

Importance
2

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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How about just removing the first slash from the paths? I changed "/lib/flowplayer..." to "lib/flowplayer..." in all such paths in the plugin and the plugin now works for a Tiki in a subdirectory, where it wasn't working before.
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